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ABSTRACT 

As the use of wireless technologies increases significantly due to the ease of deployment, the 

cost-effectiveness and the increase in bandwidth, there is a strong need to make the wireless 

communications reliable, secure, and resilient to attacks or faults (malicious or natural). Wireless 

communications are inherently prone to attacks due the open access to the medium. However, 

current wireless protocols have addressed the privacy issues, but have failed to provide effective 

solutions against denial of service attacks, session hijacking and jamming attacks. The goal of 

this research is to provide a resilient wireless communication system against these type of 

attacks. 

In this thesis, we present a resilient wireless communications architecture based on Moving Target 

Defense (MTD), Software Defined Radio (SDR), and Software Defined Networking (SDN). The 

approach achieves the resilient operations by randomly changing the runtime characteristics of the 

wireless communication channels in order to make it extremely difficult to be succeeded in 

launching attacks. The runtime characteristics that can be changed include the packet size, the 

network address, the modulation type, and the operating frequency of the channel. In addition, the 

lifespan for each configuration will be random. To reduce the overhead in switching between two 

consecutive configurations, we use two radio channels, one is designated as an active channel 

while the second is designated as a standby channel. The standby channel is used if the attacker 

was successfully in attacking the active channel.  This will harden the wireless communications 

attacks because the attackers need to figure out the configuration being used and then launch an 

attack before the current configuration is changed. Our experimental results and evaluation show 

that our approach can tolerate a wide range of attacks against wireless networks. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Wireless communications become the most widely deployed network technology because of their 

ease of deployment, inexpensive and the continues increase in their bandwidth. However, as the 

use of wireless technology increases, they become also more attractive for cyberattacks. Current 

wireless protocols have addressed the privacy issues, but have failed to provide effective solutions 

against cyber attacks such as denial of service attacks, session hijacking and the jamming attacks. 

In this thesis, we present a resilient wireless communication approach to achieve highly 

dependable, and resilient wireless networks and services. 

 

Our resilient approach is based on Moving Target Defense (MTD) paradigm that aims at deploying 

mechanisms that are diverse [7] [10], and change randomly to severely limit the exposure of 

existing vulnerabilities and the opportunities to launch successful attacks. For example, in radio 

frequency communications, we can change dynamically and randomly the radio parameters such 

as the modulation scheme, the operating frequency, the packet size, and the network address in 

order to achieve resilient wireless communications. Our approach utilizes the programmability of 

the Software Defined Radio (SDR) to implement the MTD algorithm [1]. We use two radio 

channels, of which one is an active channel, and the second is a standby channel. The standby 

channel is used when an attack succeeds in damaging the active radio channel 

 

In our evaluation of the resilient methodology, we focus on radio Jamming attacks, and presents 

solutions to tolerate these types of attacks. The radio jamming attack is a kind of Denial of Service 
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Attack (DoS) that the jammer continuously sends noise traffic to damage the sending packets and 

prevent users from reaching the services they need [5].  
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1.2 Problem Statement 

In this thesis we study the security of wireless communications and how to make them resilient to 

any type of cyber attacks. Making a secure wireless communication is a challenging research 

problem. This thesis research aims at building a resilient wireless communication system which 

can be resilient to a jamming attack by changing radio parameters such as the modulation scheme, 

the packet length, and the operating frequency. Also, we propose using two radio channels with 

different configurations, one as an active channel, and one as a standby channel. The standby will 

be used seamlessly whenever the active channel is successfully attacked or compromised. 

 

Our resilience approach is based on Moving Target Defense (MTD) paradigm that aims at 

randomly changing mechanisms and strategies over time to make it more complicated for attack, 

decrease the exposure of vulnerabilities and opportunities for attack, and increase system resiliency 

[7][10][36]. 
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1.3 Research Objectives 

The main research objectives are threefold: 1) build a resilient communication system between 

two endpoints using software defined radio; 2) test our system by launching a jamming attack; and 

3) validate our approach by simulating its performance on a large wireless network using software 

defined networking simulation tool (mininet).  

 

The proposed approach will result in the development of a resilient wireless communication that 

changes its communication parameters each time slot randomly, or once it detects an attack. 

Because of using redundant and diversified communications, the success of the attack will be 

tolerated because the other standby channel will be used to deliver the transmitted data. 
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1.4 Dissertation Organization 

The remaining chapters of this thesis are as follows: 

Chapter 2 describes the background and the related work to security of wireless networks and 

protecting Methods, the moving target defense, the resilient networks, and software defined radio. 

In Chapter 3, we review the Software Defined Radio in further detail. In Chapter 4 we review the 

Software Defined Networking in detail. In Chapter 5, we discuss the resilient wireless 

communication methods that were designed as a part of this research. In Chapter 6, we show our 

testbed which is used to implement our resilient approach. In Chapter 7 we discuss our results to 

evaluate our work. In Chapter 8, we discuss the research conclusion and future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 

In this chapter, we review security of wireless networks and protecting methods, the moving target 

defense, resilient networks, resilient wireless networks, and software defined radio. 

 

2.1 The Security of Wireless Networks and Protecting Methods: 

The most difficult attack type against wireless communications is jamming attack that can be 

launched by following several scenarios [2]: 1) The first scenario involves scanning the traffic to 

detect the Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD), and then it attempts to jam the packet when any SFD is 

detected. To defend against such an attack, the sender should agree with the receiver to use pseudo 

numbers to generate the SFD; 2) In the second scenario, the jammer scans the radio channel 

periodically and if any signal strength is detected, the jammer attacks that channel. To defend 

against this attack, the sender uses a frequency hopping; which means changing the operating 

frequency associated with each period; 3) In this scenario, the jammer scans all the channels as 

fast as possible in order to determine the active channel and then launch the jamming attack. To 

defend against this attack scenario, the sender can partition the payload into small packets to 

prevent the attack from having enough time to detect the period used to transmit the packet; and 

4) In the last attack scenario, the jammer sends pulses on a single channel trying to affect on any 

message transmitted on this channel. To defend against this scenario, the sender encodes each 

packet. 

The RTS fake jamming attack is another attack type in which the attacker senses the channel, if 

the channel is idle then the attacker sends a fake RTS to reserve the bandwidth, and the access 

point responds with CTS [5]. In this method, the attacker prevents other users from sending data 
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for the duration specified by the CTS, and that creates a denial of service attack. This attack can 

be stopped by having the access point monitor the channel, and if it finds the channel idle, then it 

drops the CTS [5].  
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2.2 Moving Target Defense: 

The MTD vision is to “Create, evaluate and deploy mechanisms and strategies that are diverse, 

continually shift, and change over time to increase complexity and costs for attackers, limit the 

exposure of vulnerabilities and opportunities for attack, and increase system resiliency” [36]. 

Applying MTD strategy can be at any level of the system design hierarchy, from the network level 

up to the application level. At the network level, one can randomly change the IP address as in IP 

fluxing [12]. In this approach, two IP addresses are used: a real IP address (RIP) and a virtual IP 

address (VIP). The attackers cannot identify the source of the packet because it uses the VIP. The 

VIP is used throughout the network until the packet reaches its destination network and only then 

the destination host translates the VIP into the RIP. 

 

At the application level, the MTD aims at changing the execution environment used to run each 

application [21, 22]. In this approach, replication, diversity and random shuffling techniques are 

used to change the application execution environment, in which different application versions are 

used (each version can use a different programming language and/or different operating system), 

and use redundant physical computing and network resources.  

 

One can generalize the MTD approach to develop resilient smart city services [23]. At this level, 

the resilient methodology utilizes two main components: Resilient Communications Services, and 

Resilient Command and Control Applications.  In this approach, all the communications and 

computations resources involved in delivering the city services will be randomly changed in order 

to make it extremely difficult for attackers to figure out the resources used to deliver the smart city 

services and consequently evade cyberattacks. 
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2.3 Resilient Networks: 

The resilient approach is a promising approach to mitigate attacks, since the current cybersecurity 

solutions have failed to secure and protect network operations and services. Developing 

programmable networks can be leveraged to develop resilient networks [15]. The network 

programmability property provides the network with the freedom to adopt its behavior based on 

the current network conditions in order to tolerate detected network attacks and maintain its quality 

of service requirements. In [15] the researchers achieve the required resiliency by using 

programmable networks to detect and mitigate the malicious flash crowd attack. The detection 

mechanism is based on comparing the response traffic volume with the expected value. If the 

extracted values are beyond the normal threshold, then an attack occurrence is declared. After the 

attack is declared, the mitigation attack starts using one of the following two solutions: 1) Dropping 

the malicious packets at the attacker’s router, and 2) Changing the packet’s route and distributing 

the packets among existing routers. 

 

The introduction of Software Defined Networking (SDN) will lead to the development of highly 

secure and resilient network services.  Some researchers used the SDN strategy to mitigate DDOS 

attacks [28].  

 

Other researchers addressed resiliency in wireless networks [3] by using a pair wise key, which 

could be implemented by three steps:  initialization, direct key setup, and path key setup. In this 

approach, the security requirements for wireless networks defined in terms of the following 

properties: confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. On the other hand, the survivability 
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requirements for wireless networks defined in terms of the following properties: reliability, 

availability, and energy efficiency. 

 

Channel hopping is another technique proposed to develop a resilient wireless network [16]. The 

resilience capability of this approach depends on the frequency of the channel,  hoping rate, and 

its randomness. The hopping time affect performance and resiliency of the wireless network. It 

shouldn’t be set to a very small value with respect to configuration time. In this case, the network 

will be continuously changing without doing any useful work that will result in self-injecting DoS 

attack. On the other hand, it should not be set too long to avoid giving the attacker enough time to 

discover existing vulnerability and launch successful attacks. 

 

Another approach to achieve resiliency is based on using multiple redundant and diversified routes 

in order to tolerate attacks in case on route is being compromised [32].   
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2.5 Software Defined Radio: 

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is becoming important because it allows different radio 

communication protocols and signal process mechanisms to be implemented in software rather 

than being dependent on hardware implementation [24].  The functions that can be programmed 

in SDR include Analog-Digital Conversion and Digital-Analog Conversion (ADC/DAC) and the 

configuration of the digital signal processor. Most of the SDR research focused on leveraging the 

SDR programmability to improve radio spectrum usage and efficiency [18, 24, 29, 30]. 

 

In cognitive radio, one can use SDR to improve the quality of service for secondary users by 

analyzing the characteristics of each band and choosing the one that improves user QoS [18]. In 

our research, we take a complimentary approach by using the SDR programmability to design 

resilient radio communications that can continue to operate normally in spite of being attacked.  
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CHAPTER 3: SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO 

 

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a programmable radio, that is able to be reconfigured over time. 

The SDR consists of two main parts: Hardware and Software. The SDR has an advantage of 

making our applications easier due to getting rid of most of the hardware, and uses software 

instead. In the SDR, the signal processing is implemented using the software rather than using 

fixed hardware to implement the required functionality. 

 

3.1 The Evolution of the radio: 

After James Clerk Maxwell discovered the electromagnetic fields and Heinrich Rudolf Hertz 

proved the Maxwell’s electromagnetic waves using the frequency, then many inventors conducted 

a lot of experiments to make radio-wave based communication systems [20]. In 1893, Nicola Tesla 

demonstrated a system for transmitting data using wireless technology. Then in 1894, Guglielmo 

Marconi presented the first wireless telegraphy, Marconi was able to send signals across the 

Atlantic Ocean. After that the uses of the radio were limited to only communicate with the ships 

using Morse code. However, during the World War I the radio became very important especially 

for the military forces which used the radio to communicate with their soldiers and officers. 

 

 In 1920, the radio became available for civilian uses in the United States and Europe where the 

radio channel became existence such as BBC, KDKA, etc. After 1920, the evolution of the radio 

was slow and was based on analog broadcasting till the 1990s when the European countries started 

using digital broadcasting. The term software radio was emerged for the first time in 1984 by the 
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Texas Division of E-Systems Inc. In 2000s, the software defined radio became more popular, and 

it as been used in many industries. 
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3.2 SDR Architecture: 

As we can see in Figure 3.1,the SDR consists of the following main components: Tuner, A/D or 

D/A, and Digital signal processor. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: SDR Architecture. 

 

3.2.1 Tuner: 

The tuner consists of three stages to receive a signal. The first stage is responsible of filtering the 

band we select, this process could be implemented by using a pass band filter. In the next stage the 

radio frequency (RF) is converted into an intermediate frequency (IF). In the third stage, the 

requested channel is selected by using a low pass filter. 

To transmit a signal the previous stages are implemented in the transmitter unit, but in the opposite 

direction. 

 

3.2.2 Digitizer: 

After the channel is selected, in the receiver mode the analog signal is converted into a digital 

signal, and in the transmitter mode the digital signal is converted into an analog signal. 
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3.2.3 Digital Signal Processor: 

The digital signal processing includes filtering, amplifying, modulation, demodulation, encrypting, 

etc. This processing is implemented by two parts: hardware and software. The hardware 

implements the loaded program, and we could use FPGA, or DSP. Also, there are many software 

methods or algorithms to implement the digital signal processing such as GNU Radio, SDR#, etc. 
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3.4 SDR Configurations: 

3.4.1 Operating Frequency: 

The operating frequency is the number of times the signal repeated itself in specific amount of 

time. The frequency spectrum is divided into multiple ranges starting from extreme low frequency 

to rays range (x-ray, gamma,etc) as we can see in Table 3.1. 

 

TABLE 3.1: The frequency spectrum 

 

Classification Frequency-Range 

ELF 30 Hz 

VF 300 Hz 

VLF 3 KHz 

LF 30 KHz 

MF 300 KHz 

HF 3 MHz 

VHF 30 MHz 

UHF 300 MHz 

SHF 3 GHz 

EHF 30 GHz 

Visible Light 3 THz 

X-Ray, Gamma,etc 30 PHz 
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3.4.2 Modulation: 

The modulation is the process of adding the information we want to send to the carrier signal. This 

process could be by modulating the amplitude based on the information, by modulating the 

frequency based on the information, or by modulating the phase based on the information. Also, 

there are two types of modulation analog modulation, and digital modulation. 

 

3.4.3 Packet Length: 

The packet length is the number of bits being transmitted in one packet. 
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CHAPTER 4: SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING 

 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is emerging an important network technology that 

implements the network control functions in software and can be changed dynamically. The cloud 

computing, data centers, and mobile networks can effectively benefit from SDN because of its 

flexibility, programmability, and reconfigurability.  

 In SDN, the control plane and the data plane are decoupled. The controller is responsible of the 

control plane, and the switches are responsible of the data plane [28]. The SDN is considered as a 

centralized system because it depends on the controller to setup forwarding tables in the underlying 

switches (see Figure 4.1).  

 

4.1 History: 

The programmable network functions emerged in 1995 after JAVA programming language was 

released. AT&T labs started one of the first projects in this area, they started using JAVA to 

implement the middleware network. 

In the period between 2000 and 2007, the control plane and data plane became separable, and open 

interfaces between them were created. 

 From 2007 to 2010, the OpenFlow API was released, and the SDN became more popular.   
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4.2 Architecture: 

The SDN architecture consists of three main layers: the infrastructure layer, the control layer, and 

the application layer. 

 

4.2.1 The infrastructure layer:  

The infrastructure layer consists of switches either physical switches or virtual switches. The 

switches in the SDN represents the data plane and they are responsible for forwarding the network 

packets based on the flow table that is setup by the controller. If there is a packet to a destination 

which isn’t included in the switch’s flow table, then the switches will ask the controller that will 

compute the appropriate route and then setup the flow tables in the switches on the selected path. 

 

There are several communication interfaces to communicate between the controller and the 

switches (control plane and data plane) and the most widely used is the OpenFlow [32]. 

 

4.2.2 The control layer: 

The control layer consists of the controllers which are configured, and managed by software. The 

controller is responsible of computing the routes, and managing the flows. The controller has a 

full knowledge about the network, so it also can be used to analyze the network traffic. 
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4.2.3 The application layer: 

The application layer is the top layer in the SDN and it runs all the applications required by the 

user. The application could be of any type including networking application, security application, 

financial applications, ecommerce, etc. 

 

4.3 Mininet: 

Mininet is a software tool that emulates large SDN networks that could be a wire-based network 

or wireless-based network [31]. The most important features of Mininet are the following: 1) 

Scalability-  Mininet can emulate a large size network that include a wide range of hosts, switches, 

and controllers;  2) Applicability – the Mininet program to emulate large SDN network can be 

ported to real SDN networks without any changes to the program ; and 3) Diversity- Mininet 

supports diverse types of switches, and controllers such as user-space switch, kernel-space switch. 
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Fig. 4.1 SDN Architecture. Reprinted from OpenNetworking,  
Retrieved https://www.opennetworking.org  

https://www.opennetworking.org/
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CHAPTER 5: RESILIENT WIRELESS COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE 

Our approach to achieve resilient wireless communications is based on moving target defense 

technique [7][4] [21]. The approach involves using SDR functions to change the properties of the 

communication links between two nodes at random. This will make it extremely difficult for an 

attacker to succeed in attacking our wireless communication. Figure 5.1 explains our approach. If 

the communication link properties do not change as it is normally the case, the attacker will have 

enough time to probe the communication channel, identify its vulnerability and then launch an 

attack as shown in the successful attack scenario in Figure 5.1. However, if the communication 

link properties change frequently with a shorter interval than the time for the attacker to probe, 

construct and launch an attack, the attack will not be successful. Our methodology exploit the 

programmability of the SDR technology to randomly change the communication link properties 

such that attacks become ineffective in disrupting the wireless communications. 

 

To apply the MTD approach to radio communications, we exploited the reconfigurability property 

of the SDR to change the properties of the communication links between two nodes at random as 

shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

The MTD module configures the transmitter and receiver modules so they can operate at different 

frequencies, modulation and packet length that can also be changed randomly to avoid being 

discovered and thus avoid attacks [8][12]. In addition to using diversified radio links, we use two 

redundant radio links (one is designated as the primary link and the second one as the standby link) 

[2]. If an attack affects the active radio channel, the system will use the data delivered through the 

standby channel and consequently tolerate the attack.  
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Figure. 5.2.  General Architecture of the System. 

Figure 5.1. Diversity and timing in MTD 

Probing Constructing Launching 

Only one Configuration  

Probing Constructing Launching 

Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3 

Successful 
Attack 

Thwarted 
Attack 
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5.1 Illustrative Example: 

Figure 5.3 shows an example on how to deploy our approach in a military tactical environment. 

In this example, for each link, we use two diversified  radios links with respect to the type of 

modulation used, signal frequency, and packet size. The active channel for Link 1 uses QPSK 

modulation, 2 Ghz frequency and 20 byte packet size, while its standby link’s utilize BPSK 

modulation, 1 Ghz frequency and 30 byte packet size.  In this configuration, if the active link is 

attacked (red block), the system will tolerate this attack by using the data provided by the 

standby channel (blue block), and consequently tolerates this attack.  

Figure. 5.3.  A resilient wireless communication example. 
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5.2 Resilient Development Modules 

5.2.1 Moving Target Defense Module 

Figure 5.4. gives a detailed implementation of our resilient wireless communication approach. Our 

proposed system initiates a setup message contains a key; this key is used to define the 

configurations of the wireless link (with respect to channel frequency, the modulation scheme, and 

the packet size) and also to define the reconfiguration time that determines the interval after which 

the link configuration needs to be changed to another random configuration as discussed before. 

The key is generated using the Key and Exchange Module, and then it is encrypted using the 

Encryption Module. 

 

The MTD module is responsible for the dynamic reconfiguration [4] of the active and standby 

channels. In our experimental evaluation, we used two radio links, one for the active radio channel, 

and another for the standby radio channel. In this implementation, the transmitted packet will use 

two SDR modules in order to generate two parallel communication links with different 

configurations. That means, each SDR transmits the signal using different radio parameters 

(different modulation, different operating frequency [1]). 

 

In a similar way to the transmitter operations, this MTD module is also used to receive signals 

transmitted by the remote end device. The SDR unit tunes to the appropriate frequency and select 

the appropriate demodulator depends on the configuration selected for a given interval.  
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5.2.2 Transmitter Module: 

In this module, the data to be transmitted is passed to the packet forming module to generate the 

transmit packet. The packet size is defined by the selected configuration for the current 

transmission interval. 

5.2.3 Receiver Module: 

At the receiver side, when the receiver receives the setup message, it configures its receiving 

module to tune to signals with properties similar to those defined by the setup message for the 

current interval. Depends on the key value, the Radio Selection, Setup, and Configuration Unit 

send a command to the SDR. This command informs the SDR about the operating frequency and 

modulation scheme [1]. So the SDR tunes to the given frequency, and select the appropriate 

demodulator. Also the Radio Selection, Setup, and Configuration Unit sends a command to the 

Receiver Information Packet Extractor to provide information about the packet size in order to 

enable the Receiver Information Packet Extractor able to successfully extract the received data. 

Then the received data is sent to the Decryption Module to be decrypted, and delivered to the 

targeted user or application.  

 

5.2.4 N/W Setup Module: 

After the receiver analyzes the received header packets, the receiver module informs the other’s 

side the used topology and IP address and sends a feedback to the network topology selection unit. 

The network topology selection unit and the stateless address generator sends the network topology 

and the IP address to the transmitter module. 
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Figure 5.4.  SDR-based resilient wireless communication architecture. 
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5.2 Resilient Wireless Communication Algorithm: 

Figure 5.5 shows the algorithm developed in this research to achieve the desired sdr-based resilient 

wireless communications. At the beginning, our system initiates a setup message that contains a 

key, this key defines the configuration, and the reconfiguration time (Tc). To maintain the 

confidentiality of the key and the ability of a network attacker to intercept the key, the key is 

established among the communicating devices  using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm 

(steps 1 to 3) [9] [12] [3] [13]. Each end-user defines the configuration to be used and the duration 

of each configuration before starting the communication process (steps 4 to 7). 

 

At the transmitter side, each message is sent through two links (the active link and the standby 

link), and each link has different configurations (steps 8 to 15).   

 

At the receiver side, the receiver starts receiving and decoding the data over the active and standby 

channels (steps 16 to 21). 
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  Figure 5.5. Resilient wireless communication algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

In this section, we describe our test bed which contains the transmitter, the receiver, and the MTD 

module. For this purpose, we use the software defined radio (SDR) which could be reconfigured 

during the run time [1], so we exploit this property to apply the MTD approach. Also, we use 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) concept to dynamically change the end-to-end connectivity 

[10]. 

 

6.1 Test Bed: 

 

6.1.1 Software Defined Radio: 

The SDR is a reconfigurable radio that receives the signal and then passes it to the computer to be 

processed using software. The SDR consists of a mixer to convert the signal from the radio 

frequency (RF) to the intermediate frequency (IF) if the SDR working  in the Rx mode, or to 

convert the signal from the IF mode to the RF mode if the SDR working in the Tx mode, an analog 

to digital converter and a digital to analog converter, and a DSP or FPGA to perform the signal 

processing commands that are implemented in software [11] [24]. The most widely used SDR 

software environment is the GNU-Radio toolkit [1] [6]. 

 

In our test bed, we used three “HackRF One” SDR units, one as a transmitter, one as a receiver, 

and one as an attacker. The SDR unit used in our testbed has the specifications shown in Table 6.1 

and it is connected to a PC running the Ubuntu-Linux operating system. 
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TABLE 6.1: HackRF One SDR specifications 

Features 

1 MHz to 6 GHz operating frequency 

half-duplex transceiver 

up to 20 million samples per second 

8-bit quadrature samples (8-bit I and 8-bit Q) 

compatible with GNU Radio, SDR#, and more 

software-configurable RX and TX gain and baseband filter 

software-controlled antenna port power (50 mA at 3.3 V) 

SMA female antenna connector 

SMA female clock input and output for synchronization 

convenient buttons for programming 

internal pin headers for expansion 

Hi-Speed USB 2.0 

USB-powered 

open source hardware 
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6.1.2 GNU-Radio 

The GNU Radio is an open source software and it is widely used to develop Software Defined 

Radio applications. It provides tools (blocks) used for signal processing, and it supports two 

languages: Python, and C++. Since the GNU Radio is an open source software that lets the 

programmers to share their developed applications and hence it has a lot of flexibility. These two 

factors make the GNU Radio is an ideal choice for our research. However, using the GNU Radio 

modules alone was not sufficient to implement our resilient approach, so we develop additional 

software modules to enable us  to change the parameters using the GNU Radio modules. 

 

 

Figure. 6.1. The transmitter module. 
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Figure. 6.2. The receiver module. 
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. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure. 6.3.  The transmitter block diagram. 

Figure. 6.4.  The receiver block diagram. 
 

TABLE 6.2: The table of configurations 

 

Number of 

Configuration 

Frequency Modulation Packet 

Length 

Access Code 

1 80 MHz GFSK 1024 B 100010001000100010001000 

2 120 MHz GMSK 256 B 100010001000100010101010 

3 90 MHz GFSK 512 B 100010001000100010101111 

4 130 MHz GMSK 1024 B 100010001000100010001111 

5 70 MHz GFSK 256 B 100010001000111110001000 
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6.3 The Implementation of the Resilient Wireless Algorithm  

In our test bed, we used two SDR units, one as a transmitter, and one as a receiver. At the 

transmitter side, we developed a configuration program using Python language and GNU Radio 

modules. This program enables the user to automatically change the configuration to be each for 

each communication cycle as shown in Table 1. Table I is used to specify the configurations being 

used in the transmission process. Figures 6.3, and 6.4 show the block diagram of the transmitter 

and the receiver units used in our test bed. As discussed before, the resilient algorithm changes the 

configurations and the shuffling rate (reconfiguration time) automatically based on two 

parameters: the key value  and the iteration number. 

6.3.1 Key Exchange Algorithm 

The key exchange uses the Diffie-Hellman algorithm to prevent eavesdropping and maintain key 

confidentiality [35]. Diffie-Hellman algorithm is a key exchange algorithm used to exchange keys 

for symmetric encryption. This algorithm is based on modulo arithmetic. To implement this 

algorithm, both sides should agree on a modulus (p) and a base number (g). So, if we have two 

users Alice and Bob want to exchange a key, then Alice and Bob should agree on (p) and (g), and 

each generates a random number (Alice generates x, and Bob generates y), then Alice computes 

(gx mod p) and sends it to Bob. Also, Bob computes (gy mod p) and sends it to Alice. Then, Alice 

and Bob computes (gxy mod p) by multiplying (gx mod p) by (gy mod p) as shown in Figure 6.5. 

 

 

6.3.2 The Iteration Number 

Configuration (i) denotes the configuration type (frequency, packet length and configuration time) 

to be adopted at each iteration or communication cycle. 
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After computing the key on the both sides, they start the communication process based on the two 

previous parameters which define the configuration to be used and the reconfiguration time. These 

can be computed as shown below:   

 

Configuration (i) = key * i * Mod N                                                                                                                         (1)                                                                                           

ConfigurationTime (i) = (key +  i) ∗ modN ∗ Tc                                                                                            (2) 

 

Where N denotes the number of configuration available, i denote the iteration number or 

communication cycle, and Tc represents a predefined communication interval. 

Equation (1) defines the configuration to be used, and equation (2) defines the reconfiguration 

time. It is clear from Equation 2 that the configuration time  will be changed based on the key 

value and iteration number (i). 

 

 

6.3.4 Performance Analysis and Evaluation 

The performance and overhead of our resilient wireless communication approach with respect to 

execution time is shown in Table 6.2. In our approach, the overhead is the results of the key 

exchange, and random changes in the configuration of the communication links. In our 

Figure 6.5:  The Diffie-Hellman diagram. 
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experimental results, we show that our algorithm can tolerate any attack against one of the 

communication links because of the availability of other redundant and diversified link that will 

not be impacted by the attack as shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

 

  

TABLE 6.3: PERFORMANCE AND OVERHEAD EVALUATION 

Execution time in Seconds Overhead 

Percentage 

(time) 

 

without resilience with resilience with resilience 

100 110 9% 

150 164 8% 

200 215 7% 
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Active Channel Standby Channel 

Attack  

Figure 6.6:  Tolerating Attack Scenario 1. 
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6.4 Resilience Evaluation of  Several Attack Scenarios 

In our test bed, we have demonstrated experimentally the feasibility of our approach to tolerate 

several attack scenarios. We launched a jamming attack by using one SDR unit that is programmed 

to produce a jamming attack that transmits a jamming signal using the same properties of the 

transmitting channel to prevent receiving the transmitted data correctly (see Figure 6.7). In our test 

bed, the attacker sent a continuous signal on channel 3 at 90 MHz frequency (see Table 6.1) and 

using GFSK modulation. By using the same configuration of the transmitting channel, the jamming 

signal interfered with the transmitted signal and consequently corrupt the data being transmitted 

on the active channel.  However, the communication will be carried out correctly because the 

standby link is not affected by this jamming attack because it is operating at different configuration 

and hence the jamming attack could not stop the transmission of the data to the remote device.  

 

Also, we launched a scanning attack which aims at scanning the use channels to figure out the used 

frequencies and then tries to listen to the transmitted messages (see Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.7. Jamming Attack 
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Figure 6.8. Scanning Attack 
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6.5 Software Defined Networking: 

In our test bed, we used the SDN to emulate a large network using Mininet-WiFi [14]. The 

Mininet-WiFi is an emulator tool to create an SDN virtual wireless network with Wi-Fi modules. 

We chose the Mininet-WiFi because of its flexibility, its richness of Wi-Fi modules, and its 

scalability [14].  

 

We implemented two access points, where each access point (AP) had defined specifications 

(mode and channel number), and we associated each access point with two hosts as shown in 

Figure 6.9. We implemented our resilient wireless communication algorithm in Mininet, where we 

randomly change the access point being used and IP addresses of the hosts  [8] [12].  

 

For instance, at the beginning the hosts (H1, H2) had the following IP addresses (10.0.1.1, 

10.0.1.2) and they were associated with AP1 which had the following specifications: (mode: g, 

channel: 1). Hosts (H3, H4) had the following IP addresses (10.0.1.3, 10.0.1.4) and were associated 

with AP2 which had the following specifications (mode: n, channel: 3). According to our resilient 

algorithm, this configuration will not be static and will be changed to another random 

configuration. For example,  after a period of time the hosts (H1, H2) had new IP addresses 

(10.0.1.6, 10.0.1.7) and were associated with a different access point AP3 which had the following 

specifications: (mode: b, channel: 5). Similarly,  hosts (H3, H4) had new IP addresses (10.0.1.8, 

10.0.1.9) and were associated with a different access point AP4 which had the following 

specifications: (mode: g, channel: 4).  
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Figure. 6.9. An SDN network configuration example. 
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF RESILIENT APPROACH 

In what follow, we show analytically the resilience of our approach to tolerate wireless attacks and 

also analyze analytically the performance and overhead of our proof-of-concept prototype. We 

first show how to calculate the probability of successful attack as a function of the reconfiguration 

time. Second, we show how that probability can be affected if the reconfiguration time is divided 

into several slots.  

 

 

7.1 Probability of Successful Attack 

In our approach, we randomly change the radio link configurations in order to make it extremely 

difficult for an attacker to succeed. To quantify the probability of a successful attack, we need to 

define the number of parameters that can be selected randomly. Table 7.1 shows the number of 

parameters that are available using SDR links. For example, the operating frequency range 

between 225 MHz – 400 MHz with a 25 KHz channel spacing. In this case, we can have around 

7000 channels, and that means in each reconfiguration we can choose 1 out of 7000 channels. Also 

in the modulation scheme we can have at least 6 different modulation schemes such as ASK, FSK, 

PSK, QAM, MSK, and OOK, so we can choose 1 out of 6 modulation schemes in each 

reconfiguration cycle. In the packet length, we could have many options but in our approach we 

choose the following options: 128 B, 256 B, 512 B, 1024 B, and 2048 B. Finally, we use the access 

code available in GNU-Radio for synchronization, the receiver and the transmitter should have the 

same access code to make the receiver able to receive the transmitted data. In our implementation, 

we use 24-bit length for the access code which gives us 2^24 options to choose from. The 

probability of selecting each code will be 1 out of 16,777,216 access code. 
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The probability of a successful attack (Pr(As)) depends on how many configurations the attacker 

could try in one reconfiguration time. In other words, the probability depends on how much the 

reconfiguration time is, so when we increase the reconfiguration time, the attacker will have more 

time to do more attempts which increases the Pr(As). So, Pr(As) is equal to the reconfiguration 

time divided by the product of the number of possibilities of the configuration: 

Pr(As) = Tc/(Mod*Freq*Len)           (3) 

 

Where Mod is the number of modulation schemes, Freq is the number of frequency channels, and 

Len is the number of possibilities of the packet length. In equation (3), we exclude the number of 

possibilities of the access codes for the simplicity, and also we assume that the attacker is able to 

have a 1 millisecond reconfiguration time. 

 

For example, based on (3) the probability of the successful attack if our reconfiguration time is 

2000 millisecond is 0.0095 as shown in Figure 7.1. It is clear also from Figure 7.1 that the 

probability of successful attack is less than 0.01 if the reconfiguration time is less than 2 seconds, 

and it is 0.1 if the reconfiguration time is less than 21 seconds. By choosing a short reconfiguration 

interval, we can make that probability around zero. 

 

To improve the resiliency of our system, we can use redundant and diversified communication 

links. In what follows, we quantify the probability of success in this scenario: 
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If we have multiple versions of links, then a successful attack will happen when the attacker  

guesses the configurations of all of these versions of links, and since these versions are independent 

from one another:       

Pr(AL)= Pr(As,1) * Pr(As,2) * Pr(As,3) * . . . . * Pr(As,L) 

Assuming that all versions are equally likely to be attacked:     

Pr(AL)= (
1

𝐿
Pr(𝐴𝑠))

𝐿
             (4) 

Where L is the number of versions. 

 

The probability of success is shown in Figure 7.2 as a function of the number of redundant links. 

For example, if we use 4 redundant links to transmit the data, then the probability of successful 

attack is almost zero for any reconfiguration time.  
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TABLE 7.1: NUMBER OF POSSIBILITIES 

Configuration Possibilities 

Frequency Range In the military range we have 7000 channels. 

Modulation Scheme At least we have 6 modulation schemes such 

as ASK, FSK, PSK, QAM, MSK, and OOK 

Packet Length In our research we use: 128 B, 256 B, 512 B, 

1024 B, and 2048 B 

Access Code In our research we use 24-bit length 

 

 

 

Figure. 7.1. The percentage of the affected data with the configuration time 

in different number of combinations. 
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Figure. 7.2.  The Probability of successful attack with the reconfiguration time 

Tc using different versions L. 
 

Figure. 7.3.  The Communication System with the Number of Possibilities 

of the Configurations. 
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7.2 The Probability of Successful Attack with Slotted Reconfiguration Time 

In this section, we divide the reconfiguration time into multiple time slots, and we compute the 

probability of a successful attack on each time slot.   

Let us divide the configuration time Tc into (Ts) time slots, and assume that the attacker is able to 

change his configuration each time slot which gives the attacker a new opportunity to launch an 

attach in each time slot. Also, we assume that (P) is the probability of an attack, (N) is the number 

of combinations of frequencies, modulation schemes and packet lengths, and (M) is the number of 

the attacked time slots. 

 

We consider two potential attack scenarios: 1) The attacker uses a random combination in each 

attempt and 2) The attacker uses a serial order of combinations.  

For each scenario, we simulated two types of attacks, a scanning attack where the attacker scan 

the channels to capture data and in this case, we assume that the user is not aware of the attack, so 

the configuration does not change untill the end of the Tc. And a jamming attack, where the 

attacker jam the used channel, then the configuration is changed once the end-user detects the 

attack.  

7.2.1. Random Scanning Attack Analysis 

 In this type of attack, the attacker uses a random combination in each attempt regardless of what 

the attacker has used in previous attempts. Once the attack succeeds, the success will continue 

until the configuration changes. For instance, if the attack succeeds in the first time slot, then P is 

𝑻𝒔

𝑵
, but if the attack fails in the first time slot and succeeds in the second timeslot, then the average 
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probability is 
N−1

𝑁
*

1

𝑁
*(Ts-1), as shown in Table 7.2. Therefor the average impact of the attack can 

be computed as: 

E[Prandom-scan]=
∑ (

𝑁−1

𝑁
)

𝑖−1
(

1

𝑁
)(𝑇𝑠−𝑖+1𝑇𝑠

𝑖=1 )

𝑇𝑠
                        (3) 

 

Figure 7.4 shows the impact of the random scanning and jamming attacks for different number of 

combinations.  
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Figure 7.4. The Probability of successful random scanning attack using different 

number of time slots. 
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7.2..2 Random Jamming Attack Analysis 

Also in this type of attack, the attacker uses a random combination in each attempt. But since the 

user in the jamming attack case can detect the attack success in any way and can immediately 

change the configuration in the next time slot, the average impact becomes like equation (6) 

because in this situation the attacker has to guess the channel at every time slot (see Figure 7.5). 

E[Prandom-jam]=
1

𝑁
                                                                                                    (6) 

 

  

TABLE 7.2: PROBABILITY OF THE RANDOM ATTACK  

unit 

time 

slot 

Prob. of attack success at the unit 

time slot 

continuous success time 

if succeed 

1 1

𝑁
  Ts 

2 (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)1(

1

𝑁
) Ts-1 

3 (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)2(

1

𝑁
) Ts-2 

 

․․․․․ ․․․․․ 

i (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)i(

1

𝑁
) Ts-i+1 

 ․․․․․ ․․․․․ 

Ts (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)Ts(

1

𝑁
) 1 
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Figure. 7.5. The Probability of random jamming attack using different number of time 

slots. 
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7.2. Serial Combinations Analysis 

In this type of attack, the attacker uses combinations other than those discussed before. For 

instance, if the attacker uses a combination number 1 (frequency: 130Mhz, modulation: GFSK, 

packet length: 128B), then that attacker will use a combination number 2 (frequency: 900Mhz, 

modulation: GMSK, Packet length: 512B) in the next attempt. 

 

7.2.1 Serial Scanning Attack Analysis 

Since the user cannot detect the attack, the configuration will not change until the end of Tc, and 

since the attack attempts is serial, therefor as we can compute the average probability of the attack 

as in Equation 7. The results are shown in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.6. 

E[Pserial-scan]=
∑ (

1

𝑁
)(𝑇𝑠−𝑖+1𝑇𝑠

𝑖=1 )

𝑇𝑠
 =  (

1

𝑁
) (

𝑇𝑠(𝑇𝑠+1)

2
) (

1

𝑇𝑠
) =  (

1

𝑁
) (

𝑇𝑠+1

2
)                                      (7)                                           

 

  

TABLE 7.3: PROBABILITY OF THE SERIAL ATTACK 

unit 

time 

slot 

Prob. of attack success at the unit time 

slot. Pri(A) 

continuous 

success time if 

succeed (M) 

1 1

𝑁
  Ts 

2 (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)(

1

𝑁−1
)=(

1

𝑁
) Ts-1 

3 (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)(

𝑁−2

𝑁−1
)(

1

𝑁−2
)=(

1

𝑁
) Ts-2 

 

․․․․․ ․․․․․ 

i (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)(

𝑁−2

𝑁−1
)(

𝑁−3

𝑁−2
)….. (

𝑁−𝑖+1

𝑁−𝑖+2
) (

1

𝑁−𝑖+1
)=(

1

𝑁
) Ts-i+1 

   

Ts (
𝑁−1

𝑁
)(

𝑁−2

𝑁−1
)(

𝑁−3

𝑁−2
)….. (

𝑁−𝑇𝑠+1

𝑁−𝑇𝑠+2
) (

1

𝑁−𝑇𝑠+1
)=(

1

𝑁
) 1 
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Figure. 7.6. The Probability of successful serial scanning attack using different number of 

time slots. 

 

7.2.2 Serial Jamming Attack Analysis 

To calculate the average probability of successful serial jamming attack, we use the equation (7). 

We can calculate the length of the continues success time (Ls) during the N time interval as   

Ls=N*E[Pserial-scan] (see Figure 7.7). The failed time duration (Lf), becomes Lf = N-Ls=N- 

N*E[Pserial-scan]=N*(1- E[Pserial-scan]). 

 

At the first time slot right after the failed time duration Lf, the successful attack occurs, and then 

in the next time slot, the sender will change the configuration while the attacker continues to use 

the previously succeed attack channel, and consequently resulting in an attack failure. Therefore, 

one successful attack occurs during Lf+2 time and that can be computed as in Equation 8:  

E[Pserial-jam]= 
1

Lf+2
=  

1

N(1−E{serial−scan}])+2
                                                                                          (8) 
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 Figure 7.8 shows the probability of the serial scanning and jamming attacks for different number 

of combination. Also, since the previous figures couldn’t display the difference between the 

random and serial attacks, so we captured the difference between the serial scanning attack and 

the random scanning attack in one case (N=210) in Figure 7.9. 

 All the analytical results have been also verified by simulations that use the same values used in 

our analysis. The difference between simulation and analytical results were very small, less than 

1% difference. 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 7.7. The Serial Jamming Attack time diagram. 
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Figure. 7.8. The Probability of successful random jamming attack using different 

number of time slots. 

Figure. 7.9. Serial Vs. Random Scan Attack 

P 

P 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusion Remarks 

In this thesis, we presented a resilient wireless communication methodology based on moving 

target defense strategy. Our approach achieves its resilience by utilizing redundant and diversified 

wireless communication links that are continuously changing randomly every communication 

cycle. We have implemented our approach using Software Defined Radio (SDR) that provided us 

with the programming capability to change the configuration links of channels with little overhead. 

In our implementation, we used two diversified links: one link is designated as the active link and 

second link is designated as a standby link that will be used in case the attacker was successful in 

compromising the active link. We have validated the performance and effectiveness of our 

approach experimentally and analytically. Both results showed that our approach is effective in 

tolerating a wide range of wireless attacks including jamming and scanning attacks. We have also 

demonstrated the feasibility of our approach to implement large scale resilient wireless network 

by exploiting Software Defined Netowrking (SDN) concept and emulated the environment using 

Mininet toolkit. 

 

.  
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8.2 Future Work: 

In this thesis, we have demonstrated the feasibility of our approach to develop resilient wireless 

communications based on SDR, SDN and MTD strategies. More research is needed to validate the 

methodology developed in this thesis so it can be scalable, effective and efficient. The following 

topics have been identified as important topics to be addressed in our future research: 

• We have used DH algorithm to exchange key among two end points. In future, we expect 

more devices need to communicate in a secure and resilient way. We need to investigate 

algorithms to allow to share a key among multiple stationary and mobile devices. 

• In the current research approach, we used well defined configurations that are shared 

among the communicating devices. We need to investigate efficient techniques to 

synchronize the configuration to be used without predefining the configuration list ahead 

of time. 

• We need to evaluate different SDR platforms and their performance to achieve the required 

programmability to change the radio communication properties randomly and among large 

number of communicating devices. 

• SDN has been used separately in this research and not integrated with SDR. More research 

needs to be performed to integrate SDR and SDN strategies to deliver resilient and scure 

communication networks (wired and wireless). 

• We can increase the number of parameters that can be changed such as IP addresses, port 

numbers, communication protocols and type of operating systems. We need to study how 

these variations in the protocols and network addresses can impact the resiliency as well as 

the performance of the communication services. 
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• Modeling and analysis of large resilient networks and algorithms is needed. We need 

further research to extend the analytical techniques developed in this thesis to allow us to 

analyze the performance and overhead of different resilient algorithms and how to choose 

the appropriate algorithms that meet certain security and resilient requirements. 
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